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The year is almost at an end, but what a year it has
been for Wesizwe Platinum, with so many new
milestones reached in the development of the
Bakubung Platinum Mine project, and in the growth
of our own company. We have seen us scooping a
major industry accolade for the steel construction of
our headgear, achieving recognition for the quality of
our integrated reporting, and constantly making the
media headlines for all the positive reasons
throughout the year.
From an industry stakeholder relations perspective,
this month also saw us completing the last of our
mining industry conference participations. Our
executives have taken to the speaker platform at
eleven major industry gatherings both at home and
abroad over the past year, helping to raise the
profile of Wesizwe Platinum and the Bakubung
Platinum Mine project. From a brand building
perspective, we have also taken the opportunity to
exhibit and showcase our company and our flagship
project. The result has been a positive one, with
increased brand presence amongst key stakeholder
groups, increased media interest, and greater
awareness of our activities in the sector.

Hamlet Morule
Executive: Corporate Affairs
& Investor Relations
hamlet@wesizwe.com
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As always, we hope you enjoy reading this latest
edition of Investor News and we look forward to
bringing you interesting news, project updates and
corporate information throughout the remainder of
this year, and throughout the year ahead.

Hamlet Morule
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A review of the past year by Wesizwe
Platinum’s CEO, Mr Jianke Gao, and
a reflection on the company’s
achievements and progress made.
Wesizwe Platinum appoints a
new non-executive director
An introduction to Mr Kenny
Mokoka, the newly appointed nonexecutive director the board
Industry Event Report
Feedback from Wesizwe’s
participation in the 3rd Junior
Mining and Exploration Conference

Project Update
A look back at the key milestones
achieved on the Bakubung Platinum
Mine project to date

Industry Event Calendar
Information on some of the
forthcoming mining conferences,
summits and exhibitions on the
industry calendar to look out for.
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From the CEO’s Desk

2014 has been quite a year
for Wesizwe and the industry
This has been quite a year - not just for Wesizwe Platinum itself,
but for the platinum and mining sector as a whole in South Africa.
It is a year that has seen much industry turmoil and unrest.
However, due to the considerable efforts and commitment of
everyone in the Wesizwe team, at all levels of the organization,
we have managed to emerge from the industry turmoil, not just
unscathed, but strong and full of optimism for the future.
The past year has seen a number of major developments at
Wesizwe Platinum. We have achieved several critical milestones
for the development of the Bakubung Platinum Mine. We have
developed and commenced implementation on a new optimization
plan for the project. We have secured strategic funding for the
development of the project, and further efforts will be made in this
regard over the coming year. And, importantly, we have grown as
a company - in size, stature and reputation.

Mr Jianke Gao, Chief
Executive Oﬃcer of
Wesizwe Platinum
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All these factors send a clear message to our investors, our
strategic partners, and the mining sector in South Africa and
beyond. That we are on our way to developing Wesizwe Platinum
as a significant multi-commodity mining company that sets new
benchmarks for sustainable mining practices.
One of the key highlights of the past 12 months was undoubtedly
the finalisation and announcement of a highly detailed
optimization study for the Bakubung Platinum Mine project. It
took the team 16 000 hours, and almost 12 months to complete,
but the benefits are already being felt. We have achieved a 26
month reduction in time to full production at the mine, with the
initial 230ktpm production level now planned for October 2020, as
opposed to December 2022. There will be an increase in the
mine capacity to 250 ktpm of run-of-mine ore at full capacity. And,
steady state monthly production will increase to 420 000 oz 4E
per year, a 20% increase in the annual production rate. This is a
significant achievement and that every member of the Wesizwe
Platinum team can all be proud of.
The year has also seen major project development milestones
reached at the Bakubung Platinum Mine.
In January, we
concluded the funding agreement for the development of the
project. In April this year, we announced the cutting of the first
underground station on the ventilation shaft at the mine, an event
attended by all the major mining industry media representatives,
resulting in significant press coverage for Wesizwe.
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From the CEO’s Desk
(cont.)

In August, we announced that the development of the main shaft
was ahead of schedule and would be completed in November
2015, 55 days earlier than forecast. Similarly, the ventilation shaft
is also expected to reach its final depth of 880m in September of
2016, 144 days ahead of schedule. This is all good news for the
project and is a testimony to all the hard work, commitment and
perseverance displayed on the part of all those working to
complete the Bakubung Platinum Mine project.
It has also been gratifying to be acknowledged by both the mining
industry and the financial reporting industry for some of our
activities over the past year. For example, in November, the
prestigious IRAS Sustainability Data Transparency Index for 2014,
ranked Wesizwe Platinum in the top 12 list of all the mining
companies assessed in the country, recognising the quality of the
company’s integrated sustainability reporting. This achievement
means that Wesizwe has moved up to 27th overall in the 300-plus
list of companies assessed in the country, from its 82nd place last
year. This signals that we are moving in the right direction.

Mr Jianke Gao, Chief
Executive Oﬃcer of
Wesizwe Platinum

In September, Bakubung Platinum Mine was recognized with a
major industry award at the 2014 National Steel Awards, for the
construction of its impressive headgear. For those of you that
have been able to witness at first-hand the ongoing development
of the headgear over the past year, you will undoubtedly agree
with the award judges that the headgear is worthy of such
recognition. This award is testimony to the power of hard work,
teamwork, industry excellence, and good strategic partnerships
on the project development.
Wesizwe Platinum has also demonstrated that it is a caring and
responsible company, contributing to the sustainable development
of the local communities that are in the vicinity of the Bakubung
Platinum Mine and in the surrounding areas. Over the past 12
months, Wesizwe has implemented a whole range of SLP
projects which are helping to improve the lives of local residents.
This programme includes improvements to local health care
facilities, provision of much needed educational infrastructure
support and upliftment to the young people in the community,
upskilling of local community members, and provision of basic
amenities in the community. The past year has also seen an
increasing emphasis on the building of strong community
relationships and enhancing the mechanisms for good, proactive
communication.
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Wesizwe Platinum

appoints a new Non-Executive
Director to the Board
Wesizwe Platinum Limited has announced the appointment of a
new non-executive director to its Board, Mr. Kenny Mokoka CA
(SA), with effect from 7 November 2014.
Mr Mokoka is a Chartered Accountant by profession, holds
memberships of several professional organisations including the
Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), the Public Accountants and
Auditors Board (PAAB), the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA), and the Institute of Directors (IOD).
Mr Mokoka’s current and past professional and business
leadership positions include Board Member of the Anglo
American Platinum International Companies; Chairperson of the
Audit Committee of the National Home Builders Research
Council (NHBRC); Member of the Audit Committee of the Sizwe
Medical Aid Fund; Member of the Audit Committee of the South
African Sports Commission; and Board Member of the Internal
Audit Advisory Committee of the University of Pretoria.

Mr Kenny Mokoka, newly
appointed Non-Executive
Director of Wesizwe Platinum

Mr Mokoka has previously held corporate positions in a number
of companies based in South Africa, including: Head of Business
Development and Corporate Finance at Anglo American
Platinum; Planning/Finance Director at Pepsi/Simba (Pty) Ltd;
Finance Director at Pfizer Pharmaceuticals; Chief Financial
Officer at the Road Accident Fund; Audit Director at
SizweNtsaluba VSP; Project Accountant at Rand Merchant Bank
(Finance, Risk and Compliance); Senior Auditor at Deloitte and
Touche; and Management Trainee at SCAW Metals.
We once again welcome Mr Mokoka to the Wesizwe Platinum
Board of Directors and look forward to his contribution.
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Wesizwe Platinum

at the annual Junior Mining &
Exploration Conference
Earlier this month, Wesizwe Platinum had the opportunity to once
again participate in the Junior Mining and Exploration Conference
and Expo, both as a corporate sponsor and also on the speaker
podium - here are just some of the highlights from the company’s
participation at this year’s event ………
Wesizwe Platinum was once again a key sponsor of the Junior
Mining and Exploration Conference and Exhibition, held on 4 to 6
November at the Forum, Bryanston, Johannesburg. The theme of
this year’s conference was developed in line with the need to
shape the future of the mining industry, by facilitating a better
understanding of the opportunities available to junior miners.
The event brought together key stakeholders and experts to
discuss emerging issues and trends in the mining sector, and
created a forum in which to discuss strategies necessary to move
the industry forward. It also provided a platform from which
delegates could ask questions, hear insights, and keep up to date
with the latest investor information, regulatory requirements, and
innovations in the mining sector in South Africa and on the African
continent.
Wesizwe had two major speaker platforms at the conference.
Jacob Mothomogolo, Projects Executive, was the keynote speaker
on the morning of 6 November, and gave an insightful presentation
to delegates on Wesizwe’s experience of developing a new mine
in South Africa, and the challenges thereof. Kgomotso Tshaka,
Wesizwe’s Sustainable Futures Executive, shared her expert
views on issues pertinent to sustainable community development
and the role that junior miners can play in it.

Wesizwe Platinum at the
Junior Mining and Exploration
Conference 2014
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Wesizwe also participated in the accompanying exhibition at the
conference, providing an additional opportunity to network with
delegates, speakers and the media.
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Bakubung Platinum Mine

sees 12 months of progress
and key milestones achieved
Looking back at 2014, it has been a year of significant progress made in
the development of the Bakubung Platinum Mine, Wesizwe’s flagship
project. The main commissioning of the mine is now scheduled for 2018,
with full production in 2021, two years earlier than planned.

A	
   Review	
   of	
   the	
   Bakubung	
   Platinum	
   Mine	
   Key	
   Project	
  
Milestones	
  Achieved	
  to	
  Date	
  
2008 - A bankable feasibility study is completed.
2009 - A feasibility study shows PGM resource of over 350koz per
annum over a 30-year life of mine.
2010 - A term sheet with a Chinese consortium is signed.
2011 - Transaction with China Africa Jinchuan Limited is
concluded, injecting US$227 million into the group Wesizwe's
core project is re-launched as the Bakubung Platinum Mine
2012 - Shaft sinking contract awarded.
ventilation shaft. Main shaft pre-sink starts.
The impressive awardwinning headgear at the
Bakubung Platinum Mine

First blast of the

2013 - Main shaft slow sink starts – 345m achieved as at end
December 2013.
Ventilation shaft headgear commissioned.
Ventilation shaft slow sink starts – 506m achieved as at end Dec
2013.
US$650 million facility entered into with the China
Development Bank.
Project optimization plan finalized for
approval by the Board.
2014 - Cutting first station level 690m ventilation shaft. Process
plant feasibility study review concluded.
There are many more exciting milestones ahead at the Bakubung
Platinum Mine. Keep reading Investor News over the coming
months to get the latest updates on new project milestones on the
horizon.	
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Wesizwe’s Agricultural
Project sees its second

working group trained and
inducted successfully
Wesizwe Platinum has seen the second working committee appointed,
inducted and trained to start at the Zwartkoppies Farm on the company’s
community-based Agricultural Crop Project.

The second working
committee inducted and
trained to start at the
Zwartkoppies Farm project

Committee members
undergo their training at the
Zwartkoppies Farm
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Wesizwe’s commitment to sustainable development is having a
positive impact on the local communities located close to the
company’s flagship Bakubung Platinum Mine project. A case in
point is its Agricultural Project at the Zwartkoppies Farm. During
the month of October, the company appointed two working
committees from the local communities to work on this important
project.
The committees were given essential training and
development in such areas as life skills, managing finances,
learning how to budget, understanding how to register with SARS,
and how to create and achieve both short and long-term goals.
Principles such as SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time) were embedded in the committees, and they
can now apply these principles effectively in their day to day lives,
and even in the work area when setting goals.
Following the first training programme attended, two additional
accredited training sessions were provided, including a Health
and Safety Training programme which taught the attendees how
to look after themselves in both the work environment and when
in their own space at home or even in the community. Mr Lion
Pasha, Wesizwe Platinum’s Stakeholder Relations Manager,
explained to the trainees how the agricultural project is planned to
be sustainable and income generating, reiterating that its success
relies on all committee members playing their part in the project.
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Media Round-Up news highlights from the month
Wesizwe stories
trending this month
The period under review
was a relatively good one
for Wesizwe with a total of
103 media mentions. Key
stories trending during this
period included continuing
coverage of the first fatality
at the Bakubung Platinum
Mine, although this was
restricted to social media,
Wesizwe’s winning of the
SAISC award for the steel
construction of the
Bakubung Platinum Mine

Wesizwe
Digital
Update
Website
visitors and
trends
During the period under
review, the Wesizwe
website recorded 4880
unique visitors, 3318 of
which were new visitors
to the site. 12,596 pages
were viewed on the site
this month. Visitors were
predominantly interested
in the Bakubung Platinum
Mine project and its latest
milestones, careers,
executive management,
media and investor news.
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h e a d g e a r, c o n t i n u i n g
positive coverage of the
company’s improved
ranking in the sustainability
reporting index, new
appointments, reports from
various
industry
conferences at which
Wesizwe was speaking, and
a number of feature articles
in the specialist mining
press.

Media Tracking
Out of the articles tracked
by ClipTrackMedia from 20

October up until midday on
20 November, a total of 103
articles/interviews appeared
featuring Wesizwe.
The
stories were all positive in
tone with the exception of
the mine fatality story. Of
the stories tracked, 14 were
from the business and
finance media, 7 from the
SA mainstream media, 21
were from the specialist
mining media, 10 were from
the global media, and 62
were on social media
platforms.❚
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Calendar
Industry event highlights for 2015
Mining Indaba, 9 -12 February, Cape Town
Annual mining industry conference and expo gathering with
the world’s leading industry representatives
6th Annual Women in Mining Conference, 18 February,
Johannesburg
Mining industry gathering of leading women decisionmakers and opinion-formers from industry and government
Mining Summit Africa, 11 - 12 March, Cape Town
Major industry conference and exhibition attracting South
African and global mining industry thought leaders,
company CEOs, and government oﬃcials
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YOUR FEEDBACK
In the spirit of our
commitment to
encouraging greater
shareholder engagement,
we welcome your
comments or feedback
relating to this investor
newsletter. Send your
comments via our website www.wesizwe.com
NEWSLETTER STAFF
Managing Editor
Hamlet Morule

Mining Lekgotla, 29 - 30 July , Johannesburg

Editor
Melanie Hawken

Important mining industry gathering organised by the
Chamber of Mines, Department of Mineral Resources and
the National Union of Mineworkers

Administrative Support
Lireko Ncube

Joburg Indaba, 14 - 15 October , Johannesburg
Major industry conference and exhibition attracting South
African and global mining industry thought leaders,
company CEOs, and government oﬃcials

Subscription
You can subscribe to this
free newsletter and have it
delivered direct to your
email inbox each month by
contacting us via our
website www.wesizwe.com

Market Information
as at 27 November 2014
JSE Share Code: WEZ
Shares in
Issue
Closing Price
Market Cap
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1 627 827 058
R0.80
R1 302 261 646

